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Future naval warfare has placed high demands on underwater targets’ target

detection, target recognition, and opposition resistance, among other things.

However, the ocean’s complex underwater acoustic environment and the

evolving “stealth” technology of underwater targets pose significant

challenges to target detection systems, which has become a hot topic in the

field of underwater acoustic signal processing in various countries. This study

introduced the mechanism of underwater target radiation noise generation,

analyzed the research progress and development of underwater target

radiation noise recognition by applying machine learning from three

perspectives: signal acquisition, feature extraction, and signal recognition at

home and abroad, and elaborated on the challenges of underwater target-

radiated noise recognition technology against the backdrop of rapid computing

science development, and finally, an integrated signal processingmethod based

on the fusion of traditional feature extraction methods and deep learning is

proposed for underwater target radiation noise recognition, which improves

the low recognition rate of traditional methods and also circumvents the

problem of deep learning requiring high computational cost, and is an

important direction for future hydroacoustic signal processing.
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1 Introduction

The ocean will be the primary battlefield of future high-tech warfare, and future naval

weaponry will inevitably include information and intelligence. With the advancement of

equipment countermeasure and counter-countermeasure technology, the complete

application of underwater acoustic countermeasure and counter-countermeasure

technology in recent battles has demonstrated its value in naval combat. Target

detection and target recognition refer to the use of signal processing technology for

underwater acoustic signal processing in order to complete target detection, parameter

estimation, and target recognition, as well as other military tasks, in the complex marine

battlefield environment of underwater acoustic countermeasure and counter-

countermeasure. Target recognition is also the foundation of underwater acoustic
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countermeasure and counter-countermeasure, and many

subsequent tasks can only be completed by precisely

recognizing hostile targets.

The future of naval warfare places great demands on

underwater targets’ target detection, target recognition, and anti-

resistance capabilities, among other things. However, the ocean’s

complex underwater acoustic environment and evolving “stealth”

technology of underwater targets pose significant challenges to target

detection systems, particularly for counter-countermeasure

equipment, under strong noise and small aperture conditions, to

detect different types of underwater target radiation noise and

accurate positioning from the complex navigation noise and

ocean environment noise, which has been a difficult problem of

underwater target detection [1]. The reverberant background in the

underwater acoustic complex environment increases the complexity

of underwater acoustic active target detection, and remote detection

is difficult to achieve, especially with the constant advancement of

underwater acoustic countermeasure technology. At the same time,

due to the complexity of the underwater target radiation noise

creation and radiation mechanism, its composition is different, as is

the water acoustic channel [2]. The detection system’s original good

performance will not be satisfactory, and detection performance will

be severely deteriorated.

This study analyzes themechanismof underwater target radiation

noise generation, then reviews the progress and challenges in

underwater target radiation noise feature extraction and feature

recognition, introduces the shortcomings of traditional underwater

target radiation noise signal processing methods, and proposes a

method combining traditional underwater target radiation noise

feature extraction and deep learning, which not only improves the

recognition rate but also circumvents the high computational cost.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: the mechanism

of underwater target radiation noise generation is introduced in

Section 2. The development trend of underwater target radiation

noise recognition is introduced in Section 3. Future research

directions and future prospects are introduced in Section 4.

Section 5 concludes this article.

2 The mechanism of underwater
target radiation noise generation

In navigation and operation, propellers and other machinery

produce vibration through the shell to the water radiation

acoustic waves, resulting in radiation noise. Underwater

targets have a variety of distinct characteristics, and radiation

noise sources are classified into three types: mechanical noise,

propeller noise, and hydrodynamic noise. There are two types of

radiation noise spectrum: continuous spectrum and line

spectrum. Mechanical noise should be regarded as a

superposition of a strong line spectrum and weak continuous

spectrum, which is the main component of radiation noise in the

low-frequency band. Propeller noise is made up of two

components: propeller cavitation noise and propeller rotation

noise. Cavitation noise is a continuous spectrum component,

while propeller rotation noise is primarily expressed as a line

spectrum superimposed on the continuous spectrum, and it is the

main component of noise in the low-frequency band. In terms of

intensity, hydrodynamic noise is frequently masked by

mechanical noise and propeller noise. However, in some cases,

hydrodynamic noise may become the primary noise source in the

range in which the line spectrum appears. Due to high

mechanical speed, the line spectrum shifts to high frequencies,

and with these radiation noise differential features, underwater

targets provide a theoretical basis for target recognition and

estimation [3, 4].

The electric power system was once the main source of power

for underwater targets in order to improve the quietness and

delay the target warning time, and its main shortcoming was its

range. The Swedish TP2000, the United States MK50, and the

British “sailfish” have all adopted quiet thermodynamic systems

that are 80 percent quieter than electric systems at the same

speed, thanks to the development of closed cycle thermodynamic

systems.

Underwater target radiation noise is typically generated using

an excitation or vibration source, transmitted through the

underwater target shell, and radiated outward through the

water medium, as illustrated in Figure 1, for two types of

underwater target radiation noise generation models.

The thermodynamic underwater target excitation source

consists of a high-speed rotating body, a reciprocating motion

body, a high-speed gear reducer, a high-speed pump, and other

motion mechanisms, but its radiation noise is dependent on the

vibration of the shell; as long as the thermodynamic underwater

target vibration isolation method is appropriate, its radiation

noise is less than that of an electric power underwater target; thus,

the detection of underwater target radiation noise discrepancy is

possible.

3 Development trend of underwater
target radiation noise recognition

Underwater target detection and recognition technology

evolves in tandem with military requirements, economic

development, and the advancement of other disciplines. It is

to use underwater target radiation noise as the research object

and advanced signal processing technology to extract multi-

directional and multi-level high-quality target difference

features and then build an artificial intelligence target

recognition model based on the features to achieve accurate

underwater target recognition. It primarily consists of the links

depicted in Figure 2.

1) Underwater target radiation noise information analysis and

preferential difference feature extraction: using underwater
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acoustic signal processing methods, eliminate noise

interference, retain information reflecting the target’s

features, and then obtain the underwater target’s key

information using feature extraction and preferential

selection.

2) Accurate recognition of underwater target radiation noise:

establish an underwater target detection and recognition

method, based on an artificial intelligence model, and then

determine the type of underwater targets and motion

parameter information to evaluate the advantages and

disadvantages of the different feature extraction methods.

3.1 Development trend of underwater
target radiation noise feature extraction

Underwater target radiation noise feature extraction is an

important way to realize underwater target radiation noise

FIGURE 1
Two types of underwater target radiation noise generation models.

FIGURE 2
Flow chart of underwater target radiation noise recognition [4, 5].
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information representation, which lays an important foundation

to realize effective underwater target radiation noise recognition,

and good “extractable” features are both good separability and

can maintain good similarity between the same kind, so feature

extraction is important for underwater target radiation noise

recognition.

3.1.1 Underwater target radiation noise statistical
feature extraction

In 1996, A. Passamante proposed time series characterization

using the repeatability of similar sequences [6], and Chen

Xiangdong et al. [7] applied the repeatability of similar

sequences to underwater acoustic signal processing and then

realized the feature extraction of ship-radiated noise. Meng et al.

[8, 9] constructed a nine-dimensional feature vector of ship-

radiated noise using statistical features, including over-zero

wavelength, tachistoscopic amplitude, over-zero wavelength

difference, wave train region, and wave column region. Tian

et al. [10] used underwater acoustic target-radiated noise signal

waveforms as features to achieve effective recognition of

underwater acoustic targets. Wang et al. [11] proposed a new

statistical complexity measure to achieve underwater target

radiation noise recognition.

3.1.2 Underwater target radiation noise
frequency domain feature extraction

Xu Yuanchao et al. [12] rearranged the logarithmic spectrum

frequency points and proposed a double logarithmic spectrum

feature for ship radiation noise classification. Nan Lin et al. [13]

analyzed the cepstrum features of the periodic impulse signal and

ship-radiated noise and improved the non-cooperative detection

performance of ship-radiated noise using a cepstrum-wavelet.

Bing-Yang Wang [14] proposed a control algorithm to simulate

the spectrum of ship radiation noise based on the study of the

ship radiation noise characteristics, combined with the power

spectrum feature. Bo-Bin Rao [15] used the Detection of

Envelope Modulation on Noise (DEMON) method to obtain

broadband modulation features of ship radiation noise. Shen

et al. [16] used the poles of the ARmodel to extract the short-time

frequency peak of the signal and proposed a new multiple

frequency shift keying (MFSK) signal modulation recognition

method using clustering features.

3.1.3 Underwater target radiation noise
time–frequency feature extraction

Chen et al. [17] implemented the signal detection of ship

noise using the wavelet packet transform method. Wu Chengxi

et al. [18] extracted multiple features of ship-radiated noise in

frequency bands using the wavelet packet decomposition

technique and improved the ship recognition accuracy. Li

et al. [19] and Hong et al. [20] achieved effective recognition

of underwater target-radiated noise using complete ensemble

empirical mode decomposition with adaptive noise

(CEEMDAN). Fang et al. [21] proposed a selective noise-

assisted empirical mode decomposition method for the

classification and recognition of underwater targets. Xie et al.

[22] proposed a new feature extraction method in which the

hybrid features of underwater target-radiated noise are extracted

based on an improved variational mode decomposition method

for underwater target-radiated noise recognition.

3.1.4 Other feature extraction methods of
underwater target radiation noise

Guo Zheng et al, [23] proposed a generalized multiscale

pattern erosion spectrum entropy (GMPESE) nonlinear

underwater target-radiated noise feature extraction method

based on the mathematical morphology method. Gaunaurd

et al. [24] discussed a method for time–frequency image

detection of underwater radar and sonar target echoes. Hui

Junying et al. [25] combined pressure and particle velocity to

propose an acoustic composite sensor for low-intensity radar

noise measurement. Li et al. [26–28] carried out research on

complexity analysis of time series signals, discrimination of

bearing fault diagnosis, and identification of hydroacoustic

target radiation noise using dispersion entropy, fractional

slope entropy, and VMD, respectively, with good results,

demonstrating the feasibility of entropy in the field of signal

identification.

In summary, scholars have conducted a lot of research on

underwater target radiation noise feature extraction and achieved

gratifying results, which provide a basis for underwater target

radiation noise recognition under strong background

environmental noise interference and weak information

extraction conditions. However, the existing feature extraction

methods are closely associated with recognition methods which

restricts their engineering progress, and few feature extraction

methods that can be applied to actual underwater target radiation

noise recognition have been reported.

3.2 Underwater target radiation noise
recognition

Using artificial intelligence methods to input the extracted

underwater target radiation noise features to achieve underwater

target classification recognition is the goal of conducting

underwater target radiation noise classification. A good

classification model is one that does not depend on a certain

feature and is applicable to many types of underwater targets,

that is, robustness and generalization.

3.2.1 Underwater target radiation noise
recognition based on traditional machine
learning

Meng et al. [29], Li et al. [30], and Ke et al. [31] achieved the

recognition of underwater targets using a support vector machine
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model with kernel functions as radial basis functions as

classifiers. Hui Jiang [32] used the Gaussian mixture model

(GMM) for ship and island bird acoustic signal recognition.

Wang et al. [33] used a decision tree to achieve the recognition of

underwater target-radiated noise. Yang et al. [34] used an

underwater acoustic signal processing model based on the

gray wolf optimized kernel extreme learning machine model

to achieve classification recognition of underwater target-

radiated noise. Li et al. [35] calculated the recognition rate of

ship-radiated noise using the K-nearest neighbor algorithm and

validated the ship-radiated noise feature extraction method.

Zhou et al. [36] proposed a wavelet domain-hidden Markov

tree model to achieve underwater target radiation noise

classification.

3.2.2 Underwater target radiation noise
recognition based on deep learning

Luo et al. [37–39] used the normalized spectrum of the signal

as input and completed the space–frequency joint detection of

the line spectrum of underwater acoustic signals using a

restricted Boltzmann machine. Yang et al. [40] proposed a

new cooperative deep learning method for underwater

acoustic target recognition by combining deep long- and

short-term memory networks and deep self-coding neural

networks. Satheesh et al. [41] constructed a data-efficient

underwater target classifier using the generative modeling

capability of an auxiliary classifier generative adversarial

network to achieve underwater target radiation noise

classification. Cao et al. [42] used sparse self-encoders to learn

invariant features from underwater target spectra, combined with

stacked autoencoders and softmax to achieve underwater target

classification. Cai et al. [43–46] introduced multi-perspective

light field reconstruction into the field of underwater target

recognition and implemented multi-target recognition based

on a generative adversarial network. Feng et al. [47] proposed

a fusion feature and 18-layer residual network method to achieve

the classification of underwater targets. Liu et al. [48] used a 1D-

CNNmodel to identify the envelope-modulated line spectrum on

the DEMON spectrum of underwater target radiation noise with

good generalization capability. Yang et al. [49] proposed a deep

neural network classification system, which can automatically

learn more discriminative advanced features in the wavelet

packet component energy and then realized the classification

and recognition of underwater targets. Wu et al. [50] addressed

the problem of small samples in underwater target recognition, a

matching model with multiple target feature extraction methods,

and a deep neural network model is constructed to achieve

automatic, efficient, and accurate underwater target recognition.

In conclusion, researchers both at home and abroad have

conducted useful investigations and achieved significant results

in underwater target radiation noise recognition using artificial

intelligence models. Traditional machine learning methods rely

more on the signal acquisition and signal feature extraction,

whereas deep learning methods have greater robustness and

generalization ability, but the problems of poor physical

interpretation and higher computational cost remain.

4 Future research directions and
future prospects

At the moment, China is aggressively implementing marine

strategy, underwater target recognition technology in both

military and civilian domains will be a big show, and a large

number of demands will undoubtedly give rise to a large number

of scientific and technological achievements output. The

traditional method of underwater target radiation noise

feature extraction recognition can no longer meet China’s

economic and social development. Artificial intelligence has

emerged as one of the strategic technologies driving China’s

future scientific and technological development. Combining

artificial intelligence and underwater target radiation noise

recognition to provide a reliable foundation and means for

underwater target radiation noise recognition will be a

significant future development direction.

1) Develop more efficient deep learning models

The introduction of deep learning methods into the field of

underwater acoustic signal processing has greatly improved

underwater target radiation noise recognition methods. In the

short term, deep learning does not appear to require the use of

features such as line spectra and frequency spectra that are used

in traditional underwater target radiation noise processing,

because deep learning methods are a completely data-based

processing method, but the characterization of its features is a

serious problem; however, the excessive computational cost and

poor physical interpretability severely limit the engineering

applications of deep learning methods, thus, the development

of deep learning frameworks with more concise computational

frameworks and lower computational costs and the improvement

of their physical interpretability is the next work to focus on.

2) Combining traditional machine learning methods and deep

learning methods

Deep learning methods rely on a large amount of raw data,

but due to the confidentiality policy, it is difficult or even

impossible to obtain a large amount of underwater target

radiation noise, and the data collected from semi-physical

simulation tests cannot truly restore the underwater target

radiation noise, although some deep learning methods can

generate some feature information, but the authenticity of

these feature information cannot be verified; therefore,

combining traditional machine learning methods and deep

learning methods, integrating and extracting a large amount
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of feature information under small sample conditions, and then

using deep learning to improve the recognition rate of

underwater target radiation noise will be an important

direction for future research. The process of combining deep

learning methods and traditional machine learning methods for

underwater target radiation noise recognition is shown in

Figure 3.

5 Conclusion

With the continuous development of the national economy,

the recognition of underwater target radiation noise has become

one of the hot topics that scholars are currently concerned about

the recognition of underwater target radiation noise. This study

first introduced the mechanism of underwater target radiation

noise generation, then analyzed the necessity of underwater

target radiation noise recognition, then composed the

underwater target radiation noise feature extraction methods

and underwater target radiation noise recognition methods

commonly used at present, and clarified the main problems

and challenges of existing methods by reviewing the research

progress at home and abroad, and finally, the future development

direction in the field of underwater target radiation noise

recognition was also analyzed to meet the demand for

underwater target radiation noise recognition in the rapid

development of the national economy.
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